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Abstract—The two protection methods wrapping and steering
used in IEEE 802.17 resilient packet ring (RPR) provide fast but
very inefficient and limited network failure recovery. Due to the
increased length of the backup path, RPR suffers from high traffic
loss, a decreased throughput-delay performance, and the lack of
resilience against multiple link and/or node failures. To achieve an
improved resilience, interconnecting a subset of the ring nodes by
means of a dark-fiber single-hop star wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) network is proposed. In doing so, the ring network
is divided into separate domains, each being fully recoverable
from a single link or node failure without losing full network
connectivity. A novel hybrid fault recovery technique, termed protectoration, is proposed and examined by means of probabilistic
analysis and simulation in terms of stability, channel utilization,
and throughput-delay performance. The proposed protectoration
technique 1) combines the fast recovery time of protection and the
bandwidth efficiency of restoration, 2) provides full recovery from
multiple link and node failures, 3) builds on both wrapping and
steering protection methods of RPR and, thus, allows for an evolutionary upgrade of existing RPR networks, and 4) does not require
the convergence of routing protocols in response to failures and,
thus, improves the routing stability and network availability. Numerical investigations in this paper show that the location of failures has a strong impact on the network performance. For a given
failure location, the protectoration technique is able to accommodate multiple ring failures without significant performance loss.
Index Terms—Availability, MAC, MAN, protection, reliability,
resilience, restoration, RPR, survivability, WDM.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE NEW IEEE 802.17 resilient packet ring (RPR) standard for optical metropolitan area networks (MANs) aims
at improving also, besides throughput efficiency and service
differentiation, the resilience of packet-switched bidirectional
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dual-fiber ring networks [1]–[3]. To achieve a higher level of
resilience, two methods of protection are currently considered
in RPR, namely: 1) wrapping; and 2) steering [4]. With wrapping, upon detection of a link or node failure, the two ring
nodes adjacent to the failed link or node switch all traffic
arriving on the incoming fiber onto the outgoing fiber to reach
the destination node going in the opposite direction. Thus, the
two ring nodes adjacent to the failure wrap all traffic away
from the failed link or node. With steering, after learning that
a failure has occurred a given source node injects the traffic
in the direction opposite to the link or node failure, i.e., the
source node steers the traffic away from the failure. Note that
in case of a link and/or node failure, the two protection techniques result in a rather inefficient use of bandwidth resources.
Specifically, wrapped traffic travels from the source node to
the corresponding wrapping node and then back to the source
node, thus, consuming bandwidth without getting closer to the
destination. After returning to the source node, the wrapped
traffic continues traveling towards the destination node along a
secondary path that, in general, is longer than the primary path
in terms of hops. (Under normal network operation, the nodes
typically deploy shortest-path routing in order to decrease the
hop distance between source and destination nodes and thereby
to increase the network throughput due to spatial wavelength
reuse by nodes downstream of the destination node. As a result,
the primary path is shorter in terms of hops than the counterdirectional secondary path.) Note that the bandwidth inefficiency
due to wrapping occurs only during a (short) transient period
before the failure notification has propagated to the source
node. Steering avoids the wasting of bandwidth due to the
round trip of traffic between source node and wrapping node,
but it does not eliminate the increased bandwidth consumption
incurred on the secondary path. For instance, it was shown in
[5] that in the event of a failure, the loss of traffic in a 63-node
RPR ring network may be as high as 94% due to the increased
length of the backup path. It is noted that the traffic scenario
in [5] is rather peculiar but realistic, as the authors indicate.
It is primarily used to illustrate possible problematic situations
of RPR network applications. Furthermore, note that both fault
recovery techniques are able to protect traffic only against a
single link or node failure. In case of multiple failures, the full
connectivity of RPR is lost, i.e., the ring is divided into two or
more disjoint subrings.
RPR as a metro ring network will be deployed often in
interconnected ring architectures, as typically found in today’s
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Metro area networks: Metro core ring interconnects several metro edge rings.

metropolitan areas [6]. Metropolitan interconnected rings are
composed of metro core and metro edge rings, where a metro
core ring interconnects several metro edge rings, as depicted
in Fig. 1. Metro core rings have to meet several requirements.
Aside from configurability, reliability, flexibility, scalability,
and large capacity, metro core rings have to be extremely survivable [7]. If the metro core ring network fails, all customers
are potentially left without service. Thus, survivability in metro
core ring networks is crucial. In particular storage networking
protocols, being one of the important metro applications without built-in adequate survivability, rely almost entirely on the
failure recovery techniques of the optical layer [8].
As mentioned above, RPR with its current protection
schemes provides only inefficient and limited survivability. In
this paper, a novel fault recovery technique, termed protectoration, is proposed and examined for RPR using dark fibers,
which are abundantly available in metropolitan areas. By using
already-existing dark fibers, no additional fiber infrastructure
needs to be installed, thus, avoiding costly construction work
and manpower. However, the available dark fibers need to be lit
by deploying additional transceivers at each end. Protectoration
aims at combining the benefits of protection and restoration.
More precisely, protectoration exploits the fast recovery time of
protection mechanisms and the bandwidth efficiency of restoration mechanisms. The proposed resilience technique enables
RPR to recover from multiple link and node failures. Moreover,
protectoration does not require any major modifications of
the basic RPR protocols and mechanisms and makes use of
RPR’s built-in wrapping and steering protection techniques.
Only a subset of nodes needs to be equipped with additional
hardware and software, which is used to perform protectoration
while all the remaining ring nodes may operate without any
modifications. Thus, protectoration allows for an evolutionary
upgrade path of existing RPR networks in that a subset of nodes
can be upgraded by protectoration in a pay-as-you-grow fashion
according to given traffic demands and/or cost constraints. Protectoration operates at the medium access control (MAC) layer.
Consequently, it does not require the convergence of routing
protocols at the Internet protocol (IP) network layer in response
to failures and avoids the complex interworking of protection
and restoration schemes of layer 2 and layer 3. (Furthermore,
protectoration does not require time-consuming spanning tree

computations.) This results in an improved routing stability and
network availability [4]. Note that the improved stability and
network availability is not a specific attribute of the protectoration scheme, but is also valid in the original RPR standard.
It is noted that transforming the RPR ring into a different
network topology has an impact on other major properties
of RPR, e.g., packet forwarding, lossless property, in-order
packet delivery, and fairness control. This paper focuses on
the impact of the proposed protectoration technique on the
resilience and throughput performance of RPR. Section IV-C
discusses the impact of the modified network topology and
protectoration technique on other basic properties of RPR.
It is worthwhile to mention that prestandard RPR solutions exist, which implement advanced resilience solutions in
addition to wrapping and steering. These solutions are able
to protect traffic against multiple failures on the same fiber
ring. For example, in the so-called single ring recovery (SRR)
protocol, an extension to the spatial reuse protocol (SRP) of
dynamic packet transport (DPT) rings, wrapping and steering
take place in the case of a single link/node failure on either ring,
similar to RPR. If on one of both rings multiple failures occur,
wrapping is not deployed and all ring nodes use only the other
failure free ring. In doing so, the failed ring may have multiple
failures without losing full network connectivity. This, however,
only holds if the other ring is failure free. If there are failures
on both rings, full network connectivity is lost and the bidirectional ring is divided into disjoint subrings. Note that SRR
affects the entire ring network in that all ring nodes must
support SRR. If one or more ring nodes do not support SRR,
SRR will have no effect. As opposed to SRR, the proposed
protectoration technique requires that only a subset of the ring
nodes needs to support the underlying proxy-stripping technique while all the remaining nodes perform only conventional
RPR wrapping and steering, giving rise to evolutionary upgrade
paths. More importantly, protectoration is able to guarantee full
network connectivity also in the presence of multiple failures
on both fiber rings, as opposed to SRR.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
following subsection reviews related work. Section II briefly
highlights the key properties of RPR. Section III describes
the survivable network and node architecture which builds on
RPR. Section IV describes the protectoration multiple-failure
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Fig. 2. Generic RPR network and node architecture connecting N nodes.

recovery technique in greater detail, which is analyzed in
Section V. Numerical results in conjunction with verifying
simulations are presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes
the paper.
A. Related Work
The underlying principles and fundamental techniques
used for achieving survivability in optical fiber single-channel
and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks are
discussed in [9] and [10], respectively. An overview of fault
management in WDM mesh networks is provided in [11].
The reported fault recovery techniques are categorized into protection or restoration techniques. For more detailed studies of
various path and link protection and restoration techniques for
WDM networks, the interested reader is referred to [12]–[20]
and the references therein. Restoration schemes for IP-overWDM networks with generalized multiprotocol label switching
(GMPLS)-based control signaling were investigated in [21]
while protection schemes for these networks were studied in
[22]. The provisioning of different levels of fault recovery
has recently been studied, see, for instance, [23]–[26] and
references therein. Aside from fiber cuts, different equipment
failures, e.g., transponder failure, can occur in optical networks. Both fiber and equipment protection schemes and their
implementation aspects were examined in [27] and [28],
respectively. For more details on interworking aspects between layers 2 and 3 of joint protection/restoration in IPcentric optical WDM networks, the interested reader is referred
to [29] and [30]. The graph-theoretical aspects of augmented
ring networks that deploy additional shortcut links to the ring
have attracted considerable attention [31].
Most previously proposed fault recovery techniques for
optical networks are either protection or restoration techniques.
In this paper, a hybrid fault recovery technique for optical ring
networks, which aims at combining the recovery time of protection (wrapping) and the bandwidth efficiency of restoration
by using additional fiber shortcuts, is described and examined.
It is noted that the recently reported preconfigured cycles
(p-cycles) [32], [33] and the generalized pre-cross-connected
trail (PXT) [34] have the same goal. However, both p-cycles
and PXT are designed for wide area networks (WANs) with a
mesh rather than a ring topology.

II. R EVIEW OF R ESILIENT P ACKET R ING
As shown in Fig. 2, RPR is a bidirectional dual-fiber ring
network with optical–electrical–optical (OEO) signal conversion at each of the N nodes [1]–[3]. Every node is equipped
with two fixed-tuned transmitters (FTs) and two fixed-tuned receivers (FRs), one for each fiber ring. Broadcasting is achieved
by means of source stripping or undirectional/bidirectional
flooding. With source stripping, the source node takes the
broadcast packet after one ring round-trip propagation from
the ring. With unidirectional and bidirectional flooding, the
broadcast packet is taken from the ring by other nodes based
on the expiration of the time-to-live (TTL) field in the packet
header, which is set by the source node such that all remaining
ring nodes are visited. Each node has separate transit and
station queues for each ring. Specifically, for each ring, a node
has one or two transit queues, one transmission queue termed
stage queue, one reception queue, and one add_MAC queue,
which stores control packets generated by the local node.
RPR nodes operate in one of the following two modes:
1) single-queue mode or 2) dual-queue mode. In the singlequeue mode, the transit path consists of a single first-in firstout (FIFO) queue termed primary transit queue (PTQ). If the
PTQ is not full, highest priority is given to add_MAC traffic.
At the absence of local control traffic, priority is given to intransit ring traffic over station traffic. In the dual-queue mode,
the transit path comprises two queues, one for guaranteed
class A traffic (PTQ) and one secondary transit queue (STQ) for
class B (committed rate) and class C (best effort) traffic. In
the dual-queue mode, if both PTQ and STQ are not full,
highest priority is given to add_MAC traffic (similar to the
single-queue mode). If there is no local control traffic, PTQ
traffic is always served first. If the PTQ is empty, the local
transmission queue (stage queue) is served until the STQ
reaches a prescribed queue threshold. When the STQ reaches
that threshold, STQ in-transit ring traffic is given priority over
station traffic such that in-transit packets are not lost due to
buffer overflow. Thus, the transit path is lossless and a packet
put on the ring is not dropped at downstream nodes. Furthermore, RPR defines fairness control algorithms that specify how
a congested downstream node can throttle the transmission
rate of upstream nodes by sending fairness control packets
upstream.
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To achieve fairness, distributed fairness control algorithms
are deployed in RPR according to the so-called ring ingress
aggregated with spatial reuse (RIAS) reference model. In RIAS,
the level of traffic granularity for fairness determination at a link
is defined as an ingress aggregated (IA) flow, i.e., the aggregate
of all flows originating from a given ingress node. Moreover,
in RIAS, bandwidth can be reclaimed by IA flows when it is
unused to ensure maximal spatial reuse. The fairness control in
RPR is realized by enabling a backlogged node to send fairness
control packets based on its local measurements to upstream
nodes in order to throttle their ingress data rates and, thus,
alleviate the congestion.
RPR topology discovery provides a reliable and accurate
means for all network nodes to discover the topology (number
and ordering) of the nodes on the ring network and any changes
to that topology due to link/node failures and added/disconnected nodes. This is achieved by collecting information
about all nodes and links via the topology discovery protocol.
To this end, each node broadcasts topology and protection (TP)
control packets on both rings by means of source stripping.
TP control packets are sent periodically and when triggered by
protection-state changes. Each node uses received TP control
packets to build and update its topology database. Among
others, the topology database is used by the MAC control
entity to compute a complete topology image and determine
the shortest path. Note that the topology database enables each
node to calculate the number of hops to all the remaining nodes
on both rings. For more detailed information on the basic
properties of RPR, we refer the interested reader to [1]–[5].
RPR provides a number of advantageous performance features. Among others, the counterrotating rings provide protection against any single link or node failure and the dual-queue
operation mode enables service differentiation, e.g., guaranteed
quality of service (QoS). Moreover, due to OEO conversion
at each node, 3R signal regeneration (reamplifying, reshaping,
retiming) can be provided in the electrical domain, which
enables optical unamplified transmission between network
nodes such that no expensive optical amplifiers are required.
Recently, research has begun to propose and investigate
fairness performance improvements of RPR [35]–[37].
III. P ROTECTORATION A RCHITECTURE
To guarantee full network connectivity in the presence of
multiple link and/or node failures on both fiber rings, additional fiber links are required in the RPR network. Note
that for this purpose, dark fibers are preferably used, which
are abundantly available in metropolitan areas. The additional
(dark) fibers provide alternate physical paths in addition to the
fiber rings of RPR. As a result, the network connectivity is
increased and, thus, the resultant topology is able to maintain
full connectivity in the case of multiple failures, as opposed
to RPR, which would be divided into two or more disjoint
subrings. Clearly, there are several ways to add fiber links
to the bidirectional ring. Among others, individual pairs of
ring nodes can be interconnected by means of fiber shortcuts
[38] or all ring nodes can be interconnected via a central hub
node that consists of multiple working and stand-by wavelength
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routers [39]. In this paper, we follow the approach described in
[40]. As described in greater detail below, in the protectoration
architecture, only a subset of the ring nodes is interconnected
by means of a single-hop star WDM network similar to [40].
However, the hub structure differs in that it consists of a
single wavelength router in parallel with a single broadcast star
coupler, as opposed to a single wavelength router based hub
structure proposed in [40]. It was shown in [41] that using a star
coupler in parallel with a wavelength router not only protects
the wavelength router and, thus, avoids the single point of
failure of the star subnetwork but also combines the respective
strengths of wavelength routing devices (wavelength router)
and wavelength insensitive devices (star coupler) in an efficient
manner.
A. Building Blocks
Let us first briefly describe the functionality of the underlying
building blocks used in the proposed network architecture,
which are depicted in Fig. 3(a)–(f).
1) Combiner: An S × 1 combiner has S input ports and
one output port, where S ≥ 1. It collects wavelength
channels from all S input ports and combines them onto
the common output port. To avoid channel collisions at
the output port of the combiner, the collected wavelength
channels must be different. Thus, a given wavelength
channel can be used only at one of the S input ports at
any time.
2) Splitter: A 1 × S splitter has one input port and S output ports, where S ≥ 1. It equally distributes all incoming wavelength channels to all S output ports. Hence, a
given wavelength channel can be received at all S output ports.
3) Waveband partitioner: A waveband partitioner Π has
one input port and two output ports. It partitions an
incoming set of Λ contiguous wavelength channels into
two wavebands (subsets of wavelength channels) of ΛA
and ΛB contiguous wavelength channels, where 1 ≤ ΛA ,
ΛB ≤ Λ and Λ = ΛA + ΛB . Each waveband is routed to
a different output port.
4) Waveband departitioner: A waveband departitioner Σ
has two input ports and one output port. It collects two
different wavebands consisting of ΛA and ΛB contiguous
wavelength channels from the upper and lower input port,
respectively. The combined set of Λ wavelength channels
is launched onto the common output port, where 1 ≤ ΛA ,
ΛB ≤ Λ, and Λ = ΛA + ΛB .
5) Passive star coupler (PSC): A D × D PSC has D input
ports and D output ports, where D ≥ 1. It works similar
to a D × 1 combiner and 1 × D splitter interconnected in
series. Accordingly, it collects wavelength channels from
all D input ports and equally distributes them to all D
output ports. Similar to the splitter, a given wavelength
channel can be received at all D output ports and, similar
to the combiner, to avoid channel collisions at the output
ports, a given wavelength channel can be used only at one
of the D input ports at any time.
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Fig. 3. Architectural building blocks. (a) S × 1 combiner. (b) 1 × S splitter. (c) Waveband partitioner. (d) Waveband departitioner. (e) D × D PSC. (f) D × D
AWG with D = 2.

6) Arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG): A D × D AWG has
D input ports and D output ports, where D ≥ 1. Without loss of generality, we consider a 2 × 2 AWG to
explain the properties of an AWG. Fig. 3(f) illustrates
a scenario where four wavelengths are fed into both
AWG input ports. Let us first consider only the upper
input port. The AWG routes every second wavelength
to the same output port. This period of the wavelength
response is called free spectral range (FSR). In our example, there are two FSRs, each containing two wavelengths. Generally, the FSR of a D × D AWG consists
of D contiguous wavelengths, i.e., the physical degree
of an AWG is identical to the number of wavelengths
per FSR. As depicted in Fig. 3(f), this holds also for
the lower AWG input port. Note that the AWG routes
wavelengths such that no collisions occur at the AWG
output ports, i.e., each wavelength can be applied at
all AWG input ports simultaneously. In other words,
with a D × D AWG, each wavelength channel can be
spatially reused D times, as opposed to the PSC. Furthermore, note that each FSR provides one wavelength
channel for communication between a given pair of AWG
input and output ports. Hence, using R FSRs allows
for R simultaneous transmissions between each AWG
input–output port pair and the total number of wavelength
channels available at each AWG port is given by R · D,
where R ≥ 1.
B. Network Architecture
As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed network consists of the RPR
bidirectional ring subnetwork and a star subnetwork.
1) Ring Subnetwork: The RPR ring subnetwork interconnects N ≥ 1 nodes that are subdivided into two subgroups of
Nrs = D · S ring-and-star homed nodes and Nr = N − Nrs
ring homed nodes, with D ≥ 1 and S ≥ 1. The Nrs ring-andstar homed nodes are equally spaced among the Nr ring homed
nodes on the ring, as illustrated in Fig. 4 for N = 16 and Nrs =
D · S = 2 · 2 = 4 (and Nr = N − Nrs = 12). Unlike the ring
homed nodes, the ring-and-star homed nodes are also attached

to the star subnetwork. The ratio N/Nrs denotes the number of
ring homed nodes between two adjacent ring-and-star homed
nodes, including one of the two ring-and-star homed nodes, and
is assumed to be an integer.
2) Star Subnetwork: The star subnetwork is based on a
central hub that consists of a D × D AWG in parallel with a
D × D PSC, where D ≥ 1. Each ring-and-star homed node
i, i = 1, . . . , Nrs , has a home channel λi on the PSC, i.e., a
unique wavelength channel λi on which node i receives data
transmitted over the PSC. In addition, there is a control wavelength channel λc on the PSC. Consequently, there are ΛPSC =
Nrs + 1 = D · S + 1 wavelength channels on the PSC, which
make up the PSC waveband. The AWG waveband consists of
ΛAWG = D · R contiguous data wavelength channels, where
R ≥ 1 denotes the number of used FSRs of the underlying
D × D AWG. A total of Λ = ΛAWG + ΛPSC contiguous wavelength channels are operated in the star subnetwork (as detailed
further in Section IV).
The signals from S ring-and-star homed nodes on the Λ
wavelength channels are transmitted on S distinct fibers to an
S × 1 combiner, which combines the signals onto the Λ wavelength channels of one fiber leading to a waveband partitioner.
The waveband partitioner partitions the set of Λ wavelengths
into the AWG and PSC wavebands, which are fed into an AWG
and PSC input port, respectively. The signals from the opposite
AWG and PSC output ports are collected by a waveband
departitioner and then equally distributed to the S ring-andstar homed nodes by a 1 × S splitter. If necessary, optical
amplifiers are used between combiner and partitioner as well
as splitter and departitioner to compensate for attenuation and
insertion losses of the star subnetwork. A total of D of these
arrangements, each consisting of combiner, amplifier, waveband partitioner, waveband departitioner, amplifier, and splitter,
are used to connect all Nrs = D · S ring-and-star homed nodes
to the central hub.
C. Node Architecture
Next, let us take a closer look at the structure of both ring
homed and ring-and-star homed nodes.
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Fig. 4. Network architecture with N = 16 nodes, where Nrs = D · S = 2 · 2 = 4 are ring-and-star homed nodes and Nr = N − Nrs = 12 are ring homed
nodes. There are ΛPSC = D · S + 1 = 2 · 2 + 1 = 5 wavelengths on the PSC, ΛAWG = D · R = 2 · R wavelengths on the AWG, for a total of Λ = ΛPSC +
ΛAWG = 5 + 2 · R wavelengths in the star subnetwork.

Fig. 5.

Ring homed node. (a) Node architecture for both rings. (b) Buffer structure for either ring.

1) Ring Homed Node: The architecture of ring homed nodes
is identical to that of RPR nodes described in Section II. As
shown in Fig. 5(a), every ring homed node is equipped with two
FTs and two FRs, one for each ring. Both FT and FR operate at
the single wavelength channel of the corresponding ring. Each
ring homed node has separate transit and station queues for
either ring.
Fig. 5(b) depicts the buffer structure of a ring homed node for
either ring in greater detail. For each direction, a ring homed
node has one or two transit queues, one transmit queue, and
one receive queue (the additional add_MAC queue for control
is not shown). Similar to RPR, ring homed nodes operate
in the single-queue mode or dual-queue mode. The service
among transmit and transit queues is arbitrated according to the
scheduling algorithms reviewed in Section II.

2) Ring-and-Star Homed Node: Fig. 6 depicts the architecture of a ring-and-star homed node with PSC data channel λi ,
where λi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D · S}. Each ring-and-star homed node
has the same number and type of transceivers and queues as
a ring homed node for transmission and reception on both
rings. In addition, each ring-and-star homed node has several
transceivers that are attached to the star subnetwork by means
of a pair of outgoing and incoming fibers. The outgoing fiber is
connected to a combiner and the incoming fiber is connected
to the splitter that is attached to the opposite AWG–PSC
input ports.
As shown in Fig. 6(a), for control transmission on the star
subnetwork, each ring-and-star homed node is equipped with a
transmitter (FT) fixed tuned to the control wavelength channel
λc of the PSC waveband, which consists of ΛPSC = 1 + D · S
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Fig. 6. Ring-and-star homed node with home channel λi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D · S}. (a) Node architecture for both rings. (b) Buffer structure for either ring.

wavelength channels. The remaining D · S wavelength channels of the PSC waveband and all ΛAWG = D · R wavelength
channels of the AWG waveband are accessed for data transmission by a tunable transmitter (TT) whose tuning range equals
D · S + ΛAWG = D(S + R). Similarly, for control reception
on the star subnetwork, each ring-and-star homed node is
equipped with a receiver (FR) fixed tuned to the control wavelength channel λc of the PSC waveband. For data reception on
the PSC, each ring-and-star homed node has a separate FR operating at its own dedicated home channel λi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D · S}.
Each data wavelength channel of the PSC waveband is dedicated to a different ring-and-star homed node for reception.
Data packets transmitted on PSC data wavelength channels do
not suffer from receiver collisions (a receiver collision occurs
when the receiver of the intended destination node is not tuned
to the wavelength channel on which the data packet was sent by
the corresponding source node). Moreover, on the wavelength
channels of the AWG waveband, data packets are received by
a tunable receiver (TR) whose tuning range equals ΛAWG =
D · R. All transceivers of the star subnetwork are connected to
the station queues. Note that the required tuning range of the
TR (ΛAWG ) is smaller than that of the TT (D · S + ΛAWG ).
These requirements take into account the current state-of-theart of tunable transceivers. While fast TTs with a relatively large
tuning range have been shown to be feasible [42], [43], TRs
are less mature in terms of tuning time and/or tuning range.
Fig. 6(b) depicts the buffer structure of a ring-and-star homed
node in greater detail (we show only one ring direction). Each
ring-and-star homed node has for each ring direction the following queues: one or two ring transit queues (depending on the
operation mode); one ring transmit queue; and one ring receive
queue (the additional queue for control is not shown). To
send locally generated traffic to and receive traffic destined for
itself from the star subnetwork, each ring-and-star homed node
has an additional star transmit queue and star receive queue.
Furthermore, packets that are pulled from the ring (coming
in from both directions of the ring) and forwarded onto the
star subnetwork are placed in an additional ring-to-star transit
queue (single-queue mode) or one of two additional ring-to-star
transit queues according to their priority (dual-queue mode).
Traffic that is received from the star subnetwork and needs to
be forwarded on either ring is placed in the additional star-to-

ring transit queue (single-queue mode) or one of two additional
star-to-ring transit queues according to its priority (dual-queue
mode) of the corresponding fiber ring. (The additional queue
for sending control on the star subnetwork is not shown.)
The service among the transmit and transit queues of the star
subnetwork is arbitrated similar to that of their counterparts of
the ring subnetwork, as reviewed in Section II. We arbitrate the
transmissions from the ring transit queue and the star-to-ring
transit queue of a given priority level in a given ring direction
for now using a round-robin policy, but note that other more
sophisticated arbitration policies are worth examining.
IV. P ROTECTORATION O PERATION
In this section, we describe and discuss the protectoration
technique in greater detail. In Section IV-A, we first describe the
normal operation of the network, i.e., without any failures. In
Section IV-B, we explain the network operation in the presence
of link, node, and other failures.
A. Operation Without Failures
1) Wavelength Channel Allocation Scheme in Star Subnetwork: Fig. 7 illustrates how the Λ contiguous wavelength
channels of the star subnetwork are used for control and data
transmission. Time is divided into frames that are repeated
periodically. Each frame consists of F ≥ D · S slots, where one
slot is equal to the transmission time of a control packet (function and format of a control packet are defined in the following
subsection). As shown in Fig. 7, all D · S home channels of the
PSC waveband and all wavelength channels of the AWG waveband are used for data transmission. All these data wavelength
channels are not statically assigned to nodes. Instead, access to
these wavelength channels is arbitrated by broadcasting control
packets on the control wavelength channel λc of the PSC prior
to transmitting data packets, as explained in greater detail in the
following subsection. Control packets are allowed to be sent
on λc during the first D · S slots of each frame. More precisely,
each of these D · S slots is dedicated to a different ring-and-star
homed node such that channel collisions of control packets are
avoided. The remaining (F − D · S) slots of each frame can be
used for data transmission on λc . Note that data packets sent
during these slots on λc are received by all ring-and-star homed
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Fig. 7.
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Wavelength assignment in star subnetwork.

nodes by using their receiver fixed tuned to λc . Thus, these slots
allow for broadcasting in the star subnetwork.
2) Wavelength Access: All N ring and ring-and-star homed
nodes use the single-queue or dual-queue scheduling algorithm
to arbitrate service among transit and station queues of the ring
subnetwork, as outlined in Section III-C. In the following, we
consider unicast (point-to-point) traffic. Each of the N nodes
sends data packets on the shortest path to the corresponding
destination node. Next, we specify the shortest-path routing for
both ring and ring-and-star homed nodes. Let one hop denote
the distance between two adjacent nodes. Adjacent nodes can
either be two neighboring nodes on the ring or two nodes
interconnected via the single-hop star subnetwork (this holds
only for ring-and-star homed nodes). We define the following
variables for a given pair of source node s and destination
node d, where s, d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}:
hs_rs
hd_rs
hring
mins_d
hstar
mins_d

hop distance between source node s and its closest
ring-and-star homed node;
hop distance between destination node d and its
closest ring-and-star homed node;
minimum hop distance between source node s and
destination node d on the ring without using the
shortcuts of the star subnetwork;
minimum hop distance between source node s and
destination node d on the ring with using the shortcuts of the star subnetwork (note that hstar
mins_d =
hs_rs + 1 + hd_rs ).

a) Ring homed nodes: Generally speaking, if the hop distance between a given source ring homed node s and destination
node d is “small enough,” the ring homed node sends the data
packet(s) on the ring without using the shortcuts of the star
star
subnetwork. More precisely, if hring
mins_d ≤ hmins_d , then source
node s sends the data packet(s) to destination node d along
the ring on the shortest path by choosing the appropriate fiber
ring. Destination node d takes the transmitted data packet(s)

from the ring. Note that in this case, intermediate ring-andstar homed nodes forward the data packet(s) on the ring rather
than sending them across the star subnetwork. However, if
star
hring
mins_d > hmins_d , i.e., if the shortcuts of the star subnetwork
form a shorter path between nodes s and d than either peripheral fiber ring, the source node s sends the data packet(s)
to its closest ring-and-star homed node. Note that the chosen
direction does not necessarily have to be the same as that used
in shortest-path routing on the ring. The corresponding ringand-star homed node pulls the data packet(s) from the ring, as
described in greater detail in the following.
b) Ring-and-star homed nodes: To pull data packet(s)
from the ring, ring-and-star homed nodes perform the so-called
proxy-stripping technique. Proxy stripping was proposed and
examined in [44] in a high-level fashion without specifying any
star subnetwork. In the following, we briefly review the main
characteristics of proxy stripping and adapt it to our specific
star subnetwork.
With proxy stripping, a given ring-and-star homed node pulls
only data packets from the ring whose source and destination
star
addresses satisfy the condition hring
mins_d > hmins_d . A ring-andstar homed node puts data packet(s) pulled from the ring in one
of the two corresponding star transit queues belonging to its
TT that is attached to the star subnetwork. The star transit
queue of the TT is chosen according to the priority of the
pulled data packet(s). The service among these two star transit
queues that store in-transit traffic coming from the ring and the
transmit queue that stores locally generated traffic is arbitrated
by applying the same scheduling algorithms as used on the
ring (see Section III-C). That is, ring-to-star in-transit traffic is
given priority over star traffic locally generated by the proxystripping node. Similar to the transit queues on the ring, the
star transit queues, thus, provide a lossless path for in-transit
traffic. To guarantee losslessness, the star subnetwork needs
to be dimensioned properly, as analyzed in greater detail in
Section V-B. Depending on the traffic pattern as well as the
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number and location of the proxy-stripping nodes, the amount
of proxy-stripped traffic may become large. To provide lossless
delivery of proxy-stripped packets, the star subnetwork in general needs to operate at a higher line rate than the ring subnetwork (see Section V-B). Alternatively, each proxy-stripping
node may be equipped with more than one star data transceiver,
each operating at the same line rate as the ring transceivers. For
more details on star WDM networks with multiple transceivers
at each node, the interested reader is referred to [45]. Note that
the star transit queues (as well as the star station queues) of each
ring-and-star homed node need to be added to the RPR MAC
layer. Prior to transmitting a data packet, the corresponding
ring-and-star homed node broadcasts a control packet on λc to
all Nrs ring-and-star homed nodes in its assigned slot of the
upcoming frame by using its FT. The control packet consists
of three fields, namely: 1) destination address of the ringand-star homed node that is closest to destination node d;
2) length of the corresponding data packet; and 3) priority of the
corresponding data packet. After announcing the data packet in
its assigned control slot, the ring-and-star homed node transmits
the corresponding data packet on the home channel λi of the
addressed ring-and-star homed node in the subsequent L slots
by using its TT, where λi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D · S} and L denotes
the length of the data packet in number of slots. Data packets
are sent within the same frame as the corresponding control
packet and have a maximum length of (F − D · S) slots, i.e.,
1 ≤ L ≤ F − D · S. We note that due to this assumption, a
small fraction of each home channel λi is not used at the
beginning of each frame. However, this could be easily avoided
by letting nodes send data packets across the boundary of
adjacent frames. After an end-to-end propagation delay of the
PSC of the star subnetwork, all ring-and-star homed nodes
receive the broadcast control packet by using their FRs fixed
tuned to λc . The corresponding data packet is successfully rec
eived at the addressed ring-and-star homed node by using its FR
fixed tuned to λi , unless one or more other ring-and-star homed
nodes have transmitted data packets on λi in at least one of
the aforementioned L slots. In the latter case, all involved data
packets are assumed to be corrupted due to (channel) collision
and have to be retransmitted. Collided data packets are kept in
the queues until the transmission is successful. Note that due
to the fact that control packets are sent collision free, all ringand-star homed nodes are aware of the original order of the corresponding data packets. Consequently, even though collided
data packets need to be retransmitted, the receiving ring-andstar homed nodes are able to restore the original sequence of
data packets and, thus, maintain in-order packet delivery.
The retransmission of collided data packets works as follows.
Due to the dedicated access control of the control channel λc ,
collisions of control packets are prevented. Therefore, for collided data packets, no control packets have to be retransmitted.
Instead, each ring-and-star homed node is able to find out which
transmitted data packets have experienced channel collision
by processing the previously (successfully) transmitted control
packets. More precisely, the index j, 1 ≤ j ≤ D · S, of the used
control slot and the destination and length fields of the control
packet enable each ring-and-star homed node to determine
whether the corresponding data packet has collided or not.
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Collided data packets are not retransmitted on the home channels of the PSC but across the AWG by using one of the ΛAWG
wavelength channels. Given the index j of the control slot,
which uniquely identifies not only the given source ring-andstar homed node but also, more importantly, the input port of
the AWG to which it is attached, together with the destination field of the corresponding control packet all ring-and-star
homed nodes are able to determine the wavelength in each FSR
of the AWG, which provides a single-hop connection between
the corresponding pair of source and destination ring-andstar homed nodes. The actual retransmissions on the chosen
wavelength channels are scheduled in a distributed fashion by
all ring-and-star homed nodes. The scheduling starts at the
beginning of frame (i + 1) upon receiving the control packets
in frame i after one end-to-end propagation delay of the PSC of
the star subnetwork. At the end of every frame, each ring-andstar homed node collects all control packets belonging to collided data packets. By using each control packet’s priority field,
each ring-and-star homed node first processes all high-priority
control packets and then all low-priority control packets. Control packets of the same priority class are randomly chosen
for scheduling. All ring-and-star homed nodes deploy the same
random algorithm and same seed and therefore build the same
schedule. Note that randomizing the scheduling counteracts the
static control slot assignment, resulting in an improved fairness
among the ring-and-star homed nodes. Otherwise, source nodes
with a smaller index j would be more successful in the scheduling than nodes with a larger index. The corresponding data
packets of the selected control packets are scheduled on a firstfit basis starting from the lowest possible wavelength channel
at the earliest possible time. The data packet is retransmitted on
the corresponding AWG wavelength channel at the scheduled
time. After the successful retransmission of a given data packet
across the AWG, the corresponding ring-and-star homed receiving node puts the data packet in the star subnetwork receive
queue belonging to its TR if the data packet is destined for itself.
Otherwise, the ring-and-star homed node forwards the data
packet on the ring towards the destination node d on the shortest
path by using the appropriate fiber ring and placing the data
packet in the corresponding star-to-ring transit queue. Destination node d finally takes the data packet from the ring. We note
that the aggregated length of the collided packets can be larger
than F − D · S. This fact does not pose any problems since the
retransmission takes place over the AWG where transmissions
are permitted to be scheduled across frame boundaries.
Besides pulling data packets from the ring and forwarding
them on the ring, ring-and-star homed nodes also generate
traffic. Note that in this case, we have hs_rs = 0. Again,
star
if hring
mins_d ≤ hmins_d , then the ring-and-star homed source
node s transmits the data packet on that fiber ring that provides the shortest path to destination node d. Otherwise, if
star
hring
mins_d > hmins_d , then the ring-and-star homed source node
s sends the data packet across the star subnetwork to the
corresponding ring-and-star homed node, which is either the
destination itself or forwards the data packet onwards to node
d via the shortest path ring. (Re)transmission and reception of
the data packet on the star subnetwork are done in the same way
as explained above.
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Fig. 8. RPR bidirectional ring with N = 16 nodes using wrapping and
steering in the event of a fiber cut.

B. Operation With Failures
Aside from link and node failures, other network elements
may fail. In the star subnetwork, splitters, amplifiers, combiners, waveband partitioners/departitioners, PSC, or AWG may
go down. Note that the various failures affect the network
differently. For instance, while a fiber cut between a given ringand-star homed node and the attached combiner disconnects
only a single node from the star subnetwork, the entire star
subnetwork goes down if the central hub fails, i.e., if both AWG
and PSC fail. In the following, we assume that each node is able
to detect any type of failure in both ring and star subnetworks.
For a more detailed discussion on available techniques for fault
detection in the ring and star subnetwork, we refer the interested
reader to [4] and [41], respectively.
Let us first briefly review the wrapping and steering techniques of RPR. Fig. 8 depicts an RPR bidirectional ring with
N = 16 nodes, including a pair of source and destination nodes.
The source node sends its data packets in clockwise direction
since this direction provides the shortest path in terms of hops.
For illustration, we assume that a single fiber cut has occurred
right before the destination node. Upon detection of the link
failure, the node on the left-hand side of the fiber cut wraps
the traffic away from the link failure in the counterclockwise
direction. In addition, the node on the left-hand side of the fiber
cut broadcasts a control packet in the counterclockwise direction in order to inform all other nodes about the link failure.
The wrapped traffic travels all the way back to the source node.
Upon learning that a link failure has occurred, the source node
steers the traffic away from the fiber cut and sends all traffic
in the counterclockwise direction. Recall from Section I that
the two protection techniques—wrapping and steering—lead to
a rather inefficient use of bandwidth resources due to 1) the
round trip between source node and wrapping node without
getting closer to the destination node and 2) the secondary path
(counterclockwise direction in our example), which is longer
than the primary path in terms of hops. Furthermore, in case
of an additional link or node failure on the secondary path, the
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Fig. 9. RPR bidirectional ring with Nr = 12 ring homed nodes and Nrs = 4
ring-and-star homed nodes using protectoration in the event of a fiber cut.

source node would be unable to send traffic to the destination
node since the ring network would be divided into two disjoint
subrings, one containing the source node and the other one
the destination node. Thus, the protection techniques of the
bidirectional RPR ring network are able to recover only from
a single link failure. Likewise, the RPR ring is able to recover
only from a single node failure.
Next, we explain the protectoration technique in greater
detail. The protectoration technique builds on the wrapping and
steering techniques of RPR and, thus, provides an evolutionary
upgrade of RPR. Moreover, protectoration makes RPR resilient
against multiple link and node failures in an efficient manner,
as we shall see shortly. In Section IV-B-1, we first consider link
and node failures only in the ring subnetwork while the star
subnetwork is assumed to work properly. In Section IV-B-2),
we also take failures in the star subnetwork into account.
1) Failures Only in Ring Subnetwork: Fig. 9 depicts an RPR
bidirectional ring with N = 16 nodes, where Nrs = 4 ring-andstar homed nodes are interconnected via the star subnetwork of
Section III-B and Nr = N − Nrs = 12 are conventional ring
homed nodes. Recall from Section IV-A-2)-b) that the ringand-star homed nodes perform proxy stripping. Again, for
illustration, we consider a pair of source and destination nodes
and a single fiber cut, as shown in Fig. 9. The source node sends
all data packets intended for the destination node to its closest
proxy-stripping node, which, in turn, forwards the data packets
across the single-hop star subnetwork to the proxy-stripping
node that is closest to the destination node. Upon detection
of the fiber cut, the data packets are wrapped and return to
the proxy-stripping node closest to the destination node. Now,
instead of forwarding the wrapped traffic to the source node
on the counterclockwise ring (as done in conventional RPR),
the corresponding proxy-stripping node sends the wrapped data
packets across the single-hop star subnetwork to that proxystripping node, which is on the other side of the fiber cut. The
latter proxy-stripping node receives the data packets from the
star subnetwork and forwards them to the destination node on
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the counterclockwise ring. Note that the former proxy-stripping
node (on the left-hand side of the link failure) deploys not
only proxy stripping but also steering of wrapped traffic. Thus,
wrapped traffic does not have to go back all the way to the
source node but is sent along a single-hop path to another
proxy-stripping node. Compared to Fig. 8, in the event of a
single fiber cut, wrapped traffic neither makes a round trip
between source and destination nodes nor takes any long secondary path. As a result, wrapped traffic consumes significantly
fewer bandwidth resources on the ring network, resulting in
a more efficient use of bandwidth. After learning about the
fiber cut, the source node—and its closest reachable ring-andstar homed node, in case proxy stripping results in an intact
source-to-destination route with a smaller hop count—transmits
the data packets along a different path. In our example, after
learning that the fiber cut has occurred, the source node sends
the data packets intended for the destination node to its closest
proxy-stripping node, which, in turn, sends the proxy-stripped
packets on the star subnetwork directly to the proxy-stripping
node on the right-hand side of the destination node. The
latter proxy-stripping node finally forwards the data packets
to the destination node on the counterclockwise ring. Hence,
protectoration requires significantly fewer bandwidth resources
on the ring than conventional steering, which would use the
peripheral counterclockwise ring that is significantly longer
than the shortcuts of the star subnetwork in terms of hops.
Note that a ring-and-star homed node is able to determine
which packets have to be proxy stripped by using the source and
destination addresses available in RPR’s MAC address fields of
each packet. These MAC addresses, together with the direction
a given packet comes from, enable each ring-and-star homed
node to determine whether a given data packet has undergone
wrapping or not. If wrapping has taken place, the corresponding
ring-and-star homed node recomputes the shortest path taking
the link failure into account and sends a given wrapped packet
along the updated shortest path. Depending on the updated
shortest path, the corresponding ring-and-star homed node forwards a given wrapped data packet either on the ring or star
subnetwork. Note that each node computes the shortest path by
using its topology database. Each node maintains and updates
its topology database by means of RPR’s built-in topology discovery protocol, as explained above in Section II. The topology
discovery protocol is used to disseminate topology information
of both ring and star subnetworks.
Clearly, single-failure scenarios also include node failures
apart from link failures. While a single failed ring homed node
triggers the same procedure as above, special attention has to
be paid to a failed ring-and-star homed node. If a ring-and-star
homed node goes down, it is no longer available for proxystripping traffic from the ring subnetwork and forwarding traffic
coming from the star subnetwork. In this case, the two ring
homed nodes adjacent to the failed proxy-stripping node detect
the failure and inform the remaining nodes by sending control
packets. After learning about the failed proxy-stripping node,
the remaining nodes do not send traffic to the failed ringand-star homed node. Instead, the neighboring proxy-stripping
nodes of the failed proxy-stripping node take over its role of
proxy-stripping regular traffic and steering wrapped traffic.
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Next, let us consider multiple failures in the ring subnetwork. If there are multiple link and/or node failures on the
ring subnetwork, nodes can use the star subnetwork to bypass
the failures. Thus, with an intact star subnetwork, multiple
link and/or node failures on the ring subnetwork may occur
simultaneously without losing full connectivity. Note, however,
that full connectivity in the event of multiple failures is only
guaranteed if no more than one link or node failure occurs
between each pair of ring-and-star homed nodes. Otherwise,
one or more nodes between a given pair of ring-and-star homed
nodes are disconnected from the network.
2) Failures in Both Ring and Star Subnetworks: Failures
in the star subnetwork include fiber cuts and nonfunctional
network devices such as failed combiners/splitters, waveband
(de)partitioners, AWG, PSC, and amplifiers. Depending on the
failure, only one, a subset, or all ring-and-star homed nodes
are disconnected from the star subnetwork. More precisely, a
fiber cut between a given ring-and-star homed node and the
combiner/splitter port to which it is attached disconnects only
the ring-and-star homed node from the star subnetwork. If a
given combiner/splitter, amplifier, waveband (de)partitioner, or
any fiber between these devices goes down, all S corresponding ring-and-star homed nodes are disconnected from the star
subnetwork. If the central hub (AWG and PSC) goes down, the
connectivity of the star subnetwork is entirely lost, reducing the
network to a conventional bidirectional RPR ring network. If a
given ring-and-star homed node detects that it is disconnected
from the star subnetwork, it is unable to send and receive traffic
to and from the star subnetwork. After detecting disconnection,
the affected ring-and-star homed node informs all the remaining
nodes by broadcasting a control packet on either ring and acts
subsequently as a conventional ring homed node. Failures in the
ring subnetwork are handled as described above.
3) Discussion: The bidirectional RPR ring network with
its two protection techniques wrapping and steering is able
to guarantee full connectivity only if no more than one link
or node failure occurs. Full connectivity also in the event of
multiple link and/or node failures can be achieved by interconnecting several ring nodes via a star subnetwork. In doing
so, the ring is divided into several segments, each comprising
the nodes between two adjacent ring-and-star homed nodes.
Each segment is able to recover from a single link or node
failure without losing full connectivity of the network. Thus,
the number of fully recoverable link and/or node failures is
identical to the number of ring-and-star homed nodes, provided
that there is no more than one failure in each segment.
Similar to RPR ring networks, both ring and ring-and-star
homed nodes perform wrapping and steering. In addition, ringand-star homed nodes also perform proxy stripping. By means
of proxy stripping, wrapped traffic is sent across single-hop
shortcuts to the neighboring ring-and-star homed node, thereby
bypassing the link or node failure(s) of the corresponding ring
segment(s). As opposed to the RPR bidirectional ring, wrapped
data packets do not have to travel back to the corresponding
source node. Instead, steering is also done by the ring-and-star
homed node that receives wrapped data packets by sending the
wrapped data packets across the single-hop shortcuts of star
subnetwork rather than along the ring subnetwork. In doing
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so, the corresponding ring-and-star homed node restores the
network connectivity in a more efficient manner. After learning
that a failure has occurred, the source node steers the traffic
along the updated shortest path by capitalizing on proxy stripping. Consequently, steered traffic does not have to travel on the
longer secondary path along the peripheral ring, requiring fewer
bandwidth resources and resulting in an improved bandwidth
efficiency.
The proposed multiple-failure recovery technique combines
the fast recovery time of protection (wrapping) and the
bandwidth efficiency of restoration (steering together with
proxy stripping). Accordingly, we call this hybrid approach
protectoration.
C. Impact on RPR
In this section, we discuss the impact of the modified
ring–star network topology and the protectoration technique on
other important properties of RPR. In particular, we consider
their impact on the scheduling algorithms, the lossless property,
the service differentiation, the in-order packet delivery, and the
fairness control of RPR.
Protectoration does not change the scheduling algorithms of
RPR. The service among the station and transit queues of the
star subnetwork is arbitrated as that of their counterparts of
the ring subnetwork. On the ring, in-transit traffic has priority
over station traffic. Similarly, proxy-stripped traffic, which is
pulled from the ring, is stored in the ring-to-star transit queue(s)
of the corresponding ring-and-star homed node and is sent
with higher priority across the star subnetwork than locally
generated traffic. Traffic that arrives from the star subnetwork
and needs to be forwarded on the ring is put in the star-to-ring
transit queue(s) and is forwarded together with ring in-transit
traffic in a round-robin fashion with higher priority than traffic
locally generated by the corresponding ring-and-star homed
node. Hence, in-transit traffic is given priority over station
traffic on both ring and star subnetworks. As a result, with proxy
stripping, in-transit packets are not lost due to buffer overflow,
thus, maintaining the lossless property of RPR. Note that this
holds only if the amount of both ring in-transit traffic and starto-ring in-transit traffic remain below a certain threshold. Since
at each ring-and-star homed node, two queues (star-to-ring and
ring transit queues) compete for the bandwidth on the outlink
to the downstream ring node packets may be lost due to buffer
overflow, unless congestion control is applied. We will see
shortly how RPR’s fairness control algorithm is able to alleviate
the congestion and, thus, prevent packet loss in both ring and
star-to-ring transit queues.
The protectoration technique supports the service differentiation of the dual-queue mode RPR by storing packets that are
sent on or received from the star subnetwork in one of the ringto-star or star-to-ring transit queues, respectively, according to
their priority. Also note that on the star subnetwork reservation
control packets carry the priority of the data packets which are
subsequently sent across the star. This not only enables the
receiving ring-and-star homed node to put an incoming data
packet in the corresponding star-to-ring transit queue but also
allows for a collided data packet to be retransmitted according
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to its priority indicated in the corresponding control packet,
which has been sent collision free due to the dedicated time
slot assignment on the control channel.
Under stable operational conditions, packets sent between
a given pair of source and destination nodes are delivered in
order along the shortest path in the hybrid ring–star network
by using proxy stripping. Note that proxy stripping does not
require any modifications of either of the RPR protection
techniques wrapping and steering, which are used in the event
of network failures. Like in RPR, packets marked eligible for
wrapping are wrapped by the nodes adjacent to a given failure,
which are subsequently proxy stripped by the next ring-and-star
homed node and sent along the updated shortest path on the
star subnetwork, thus, bypassing the failed ring link or node.
Steering does not need to be modified either. Proxy stripping
can be used for both the strict packet mode, which is the default
packet mode in IEEE 802 protocols, and the relaxed packet
mode of RPR. These two packet modes affect the steering of
traffic by the source node after learning about a failure. In brief,
in the strict packet mode, all ring nodes stop adding packets
and discard all in-transit packets until their topology database
is updated and provides a stable and consistent topology image.
In the relaxed mode, ring nodes may steer packets immediately
after a failure without waiting for their topology image to
become stable and consistent. Note that steering is done by
source nodes, whereas proxy stripping is done by intermediate
nodes between a given pair of source and destination nodes. To
guarantee in-order packet delivery in the hybrid ring-and-star
network, source nodes must apply strict-mode steering while
intermediate nodes perform proxy stripping of both wrapped
traffic and steered traffic, as discussed in detail above.
As for fairness, we note that both the aggressive and conservative mode fairness control algorithms of RPR have been
investigated recently. Among others, it was shown in [3] that
under unbalanced and constant-rate traffic inputs, the spatial
reuse in RPR is significantly decreased due to severe and permanent oscillations that span nearly the entire range of the link
capacity, which not only hinder spatial reuse but also decrease
throughput as well as increase delay jitter. Due to space limitations, we do not address fairness control in the hybrid ring–star
network in this paper. However, we briefly note that the star
subnetwork inherently provides fair channel access among the
ring-and-star homed nodes due to the randomized scheduling
of data packets that need to be retransmitted, as detailed further
in [46]. Moreover, in [47], we have examined an extended
version of the so-called distributed virtual-time scheduling in
rings (DVSR) fairness control algorithm incorporating proxy
stripping. DVSR is a novel fairness control algorithm for
RPR networks that is able to mitigate the aforementioned
oscillations and achieve nearly complete spatial reuse [37].
The modified version of DVSR in [47] enables ring-and-star
homed nodes to disseminate their locally measured fair link
rates of the star subnetwork to all remaining ring nodes and
is able to establish so-called RIAS fair transmission rates in
the hybrid ring–star network. (Recall from Section II that
RIAS is the fairness reference model used in RPR.) More
specifically, one fairness control packet circulates on each ring.
Each fairness control packet consists of (N + DS/2) fields.
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The first N fields contain the fair rates of all ring links and
the remaining DS/2 fields contain the fair rates of the star
links, where one control packet carries the rates of the evennumbered and the other one the rates of the odd-numbered
star links. Each node monitors both fairness control packets
and writes its locally computed fair rates in the corresponding fields of the fairness control packets. To calculate the
fair link rates, each node measures the number of bytes lk
arriving from node k, including the station itself, during the
time interval T between the previous and the current arrival
of the control packet. Each node performs separate measurements for either ring using two separate time windows. Proxystripping nodes additionally count the number of bytes arriving
from the star for each node and use the time window of
the fairness control packet that carries the fair rate of the
corresponding proxy-stripping node. The fair rate F of a given
link is equal to the max–min fair share among all measured
link rates lk /T with respect to the link capacity C currently
available for fairness-eligible traffic. Each node limits the
data rate of its (N − 1) ingress flows by using token buckets
whose refill rates are set to the current fair rates of the corresponding destinations. Using the same two time windows as in
the calculation of the link fair rates above, each node i counts
the bytes ρij sent to destination j during the time window.
Thus, there are two sets of (N − 1) byte counters, one for
each time window. Each time a fairness control packet arrives,
a given node calculates the fair rate of each ingress flow as
follows. According to RIAS, the total capacity available to a
given node on a certain link equals the fair rate F , which is
shared among all its ingress flows crossing that link. Based
on the measured ingress rates ρij /T of these flows and the
available capacity F , the max–min fair share f is calculated
for each crossed link. The refill rate of each token bucket is set
to the minimum fair share f of these links.
In the proposed fairness control protocol, only ring-and-star
homed nodes need to measure the fair link rates of the star
subnetwork and write them into the corresponding fields of
each fairness control packet. The remaining ring homed nodes
simply gather this information and compute the fair link rates
for the ring–star network, as given in their topology database.
Hence, the proposed fairness control protocol mainly affects
only the subset of ring-and-star homed nodes. Note that the
fairness control protocol may also be used by each ring-andstar homed node to control the congestion on the links of both
star and ring subnetworks such that packet loss due to buffer
overflow is avoided.
In summary, the proposed protectoration technique used
in the hybrid ring–star network does not require any major
modifications of the basic RPR protocols and mechanisms and
appears to be a viable solution to improve the resilience of
RPR dramatically, as we will see shortly.
V. A NALYSIS
In this section, we develop an analytical model for investigating the protectoration technique in terms of stability, utilization, and throughput-delay performance. We also address the
dimensioning and identify the bottlenecks of the network. We

note that in our analysis, we do not take fairness control into
account. The obtained results are intended to give the maximum
achievable throughput-delay performance of the protectoration technique and to provide an upper bound that enables
the performance comparison of fairness control mechanisms,
e.g., [35]–[37].
A. Assumptions
In our analysis, we make the following assumptions.
1) Single-queue mode: We examine the single-queue mode
of RPR, i.e., each node is equipped with one PTQ but
no STQ on either ring. For sending proxy-stripped traffic
across the star subnetwork, each ring-and-star homed
node is equipped with an additional star transit queue.
2) Inﬁnite FIFO queues: All queues are assumed to be
FIFO queues of infinite capacity. (This is for analytical
simplicity. In our verifying simulations, we use finite-size
FIFO queues that provide very good matches between
analysis and simulation results.)
3) Propagation delay: The N nodes are equally spaced on
the ring. The propagation delay between two adjacent
ring nodes is given by τ . Thus, the round-trip time (RTT)
of the RPR ring equals N · τ . The propagation delay of
the PSC and AWG of the star subnetwork is equal to
τPSC and τAWG , respectively. Both τPSC and τAWG are
assumed to be the same for all ring-and-star homed nodes.
All propagation delays are given in slots.
4) Unicast trafﬁc: We consider unicast traffic, i.e., all data
transmissions are point-to-point.
5) Packet generation process: At node i, the average number
of locally generated packets that are destined for node j
per frame is equal to σ(i, j) ≥ 0. For the stability analysis
in Section V-B, the packet generation process is assumed
to be stationary and ergodic. For the delay analysis in
Section V-D, the packet generation process is assumed
to be Poissonian.
6) Packet length distribution: We consider variable-size data
packets with a length of L slots, 1 ≤ L ≤ F − D · S.
The packet length distribution is independent from source
node i and destination node j. Let T be a random variable
denoting the packet transmission time (in slots), and
let E[T ] denote its mean.
B. Stability and Dimensioning
Let us introduce the following definitions. For locally generated traffic at node i, we define the following parameters.
1) σt+ (i) denotes the mean number of locally generated
packets at node i per frame, which are sent in the clockwise direction of the ring subnetwork.
2) σt− (i) denotes the mean number of locally generated
packets at node i per frame, which are sent in the counterclockwise direction of the ring subnetwork.
3) σt∗ (i) denotes the mean number of locally generated
packets at node i per frame, which are sent directly across
the star subnetwork (holds only for ring-and-star homed
nodes).
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Similarly, for in-transit traffic at node i, we define the following
parameters.
1) σr+ (i) denotes the mean number of packets arriving at
node i per frame, which are forwarded in the clockwise
direction of the ring subnetwork.
2) σr− (i) denotes the mean number of packets arriving at
node i per frame, which are forwarded in the counterclockwise direction of the ring subnetwork.
3) σr∗ (i) denotes the mean number of packets arriving at
node i per frame, which are forwarded on the star subnetwork (holds only for ring-and-star homed nodes).
We note that if node i is a ring-and-star homed node, the
quantities σr+ (i), σr− (i), and σr∗ (i) account for in-transit traffic
that comes from and goes to both the ring subnetwork and
the star subnetwork, e.g., σr+ (i) for a ring-and-star homed
node i accounts for both the traffic that arrives from the ring
subnetwork and is to be forwarded in the clockwise direction
over the ring as well as the traffic that arrives from the star
subnetwork and is to be forwarded in the clockwise direction
over the ring.
Next, let pij (e) denote the probability that a data packet that
is generated at node i and is destined to node j traverses a
given (directed) fiber link e of the ring subnetwork between
two adjacent nodes. Similarly, for ring-and-star homed nodes
k and l, let pij (k, l) denote the probability that a data packet
that is generated at node i and is destined to node j traverses the
star subnetwork from k to l. The calculation of the probabilities
pij (e) and pij (k, l) depends on the status of the network and
the applied routing. As explained in Section IV, all nodes
deploy shortest-path routing, noting that the presence of link
and/or node failures may affect the shortest path since failed
links and nodes can no longer be traversed. The fault scenarios
under consideration are single and multiple link and/or node
failures. If for a given pair of source and destination nodes
there exist multiple shortest paths, the traffic load is balanced
among the multiple shortest paths equally. (Alternatively, the
tie could be broken by arbitrating the routing based on the
indices of both source and destination nodes. We note that this
assumption of load balancing is for analytical simplicity. To
guarantee in-order packet delivery a given source node has to
send all packets to the corresponding destination node along
the same path by choosing one of the multiple shortest paths.)
To determine pij (e) and pij (k, l) for a given scenario, each link
that is on the shortest path(s) is weighed by the probability with
which it is used by source node i and destination node j. Hence,
if there is a single shortest path between nodes i and j, all links
belonging to the shortest path have a weight of 1, whereas the
remaining links, which are not part of the shortest path, have
a weight of 0. Otherwise, if there are multiple shortest path
between a given pair of source and destination nodes, each
link belonging to a shortest path is weighed by a factor of 1
over the number of shortest paths. (We do not provide explicit
expressions for pij (e) and pij (k, l) here, but note that for a
given scenario either with or without failures, the probabilities
can be easily calculated by means of a computer program.)
Now, let i+ denote the link on the ring subnetwork between
node i and its neighboring node in the clockwise direction
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and i− denote the link on the ring subnetwork between node
i and its neighboring node in the counterclockwise direction.
We then obtain

σt+ (i) =
pij (i+ ) · σ(i, j)
(1)
j

σt− (i) =



pij (i− ) · σ(i, j)

(2)

pij (i, l) · σ(i, j)

(3)

pkj (i+ ) · σ(k, j)

(4)

pkj (i− ) · σ(k, j)

(5)

pkj (i, l) · σ(k, j).

(6)

j

σt∗ (i) =


j,l

σr+ (i) =


k,j
k=i

σr− (i) =


k,j
k=i

σr∗ (i) =


k,j,l
k=i

By using (1), (2), (4), and (5), the traffic loads on the ring
subnetwork are calculated as
ρba (i) =

E[T ]
· f · σab (i)
F

(7)

where a ∈ {r, t}, b ∈ {+, −}, and f denotes the ratio of the
line rate of the star subnetwork and the line rate of the ring
subnetwork. Note that, in general, the star subnetwork needs
to operate at a higher line rate than the ring subnetwork in
order to cope with the proxy-stripped traffic of both fiber rings,
i.e., f ≥ 1.
Given this, we are now able to formulate the stability conditions of the ring subnetwork, the PSC, and the AWG. The
stability condition of the ring subnetwork is given by
ρbt (i) + ρbr (i) < 1

(8)

which needs to hold for every node i, 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, and
direction b ∈ {+, −}. Noting that a given ring-and-star homed
node k can send at most one packet per frame over the PSC,
the stability condition of the PSC is given by
σt∗ (k) + σr∗ (k) < 1

(9)

which needs to hold for each ring-and-star homed node k,
k = 1, 2, . . . , D · S.
Under the assumption that the stability conditions for the
ring subnetwork and PSC hold, we proceed to determine the
stability condition of the AWG. Let αkl , k, l = 1, 2, . . . , D · S
and k = l, denote the mean number of data packets to be
transmitted from (ring-and-star homed) node k to (ring-and-star
homed) node l on the PSC per frame, which is given by

αkl =
pij (k, l) · σ(i, j).
(10)
i,j



Note that l αkl = σt∗ (k) + σr∗ (k), which is less than 1 for the
assumed stable network by the stability condition of the PSC
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[see (9)]. Moreover, note that a given ring-and-star homed node
k can send at most one packet per frame to another ring-and-star
homed node l, hence, αkl is equivalent to the probability that
node k has a packet to send to l in a given frame. For simplicity,
we assume that all packets sent by two or more nodes to the
same receiver across the PSC within the same frame collide
and need to be retransmitted (this simplifying assumption still
provides quite accurate results, as we will see in Section VI).
Assuming independence among the ring-and-star homed nodes,
the probability P that in a given frame a collision occurs at
receiver l is given by
P =1−

D·S


(1 − αkl ) −

k=1

D·S


αkl ·

D·S


(1 − αjl )

(11)

j=1
j=k

k=1


where αkk = 0 and l = 1, 2, . . . , D · S. Note that D·S
k=1 (1 −
αkl ) is the probability that the (ring-and-star homed) node l
does not receive a data packet. Also note that
D·S


αkl ·

k=1

D·S


(1 − αjl ) =: rl

(12)

j=1
j=k

is the probability that (ring-and-star homed) node l receives
exactly one data packet, which we denote by rl . To see
this, note that with probability αkl , node k has
 a packet for
node l in a given frame, and with probability D·S
j=1, j=k (1 −
αjl ), none of the other ring-and-star home nodes j, j =
1, . . . , D · S, j = k, has a packet for l in the frame, i.e., the
transmission from k to l proceeds without collision. Moreover,
note that with the approximating assumption that a node can
receive at most one packet per frame without collision over the
PSC, rl is equivalent to the mean number of packets that are
transmitted in a given frame without a collision to ring-and-star
homed node l, l = 1, 2, . . .
, D · S.
Out of the offered load D·S
k=1 αkl (in mean number of packets per frame) to ring-and-star homed node l per 
frame, the load
rl is sent across the PSC and the remaining load D·S
k=1 αkl − rl
is sent across the AWG. Consequently, we obtain two stability
conditions of the AWG. The first stability condition is given by
E[T ]
·
F

D·S



αkl − rl

<1

(13)

k=1

which needs to hold for all l, l = 1, 2, . . . , D · S, and accounts
for receiver collisions but does not consider the limited number
of available wavelength channels of the AWG. The second
stability condition of the AWG takes the limited number of
wavelength channels into account and is given by




D·S





E[T ]
·
(1 − αjl ) < R (14)
αkl − αkl ·


F

j=1
k∈Kι l∈Lω 
j=k

where Kι and Lω denote the two subsets of ring-and-star
homed nodes that are attached to AWG input port ι and

AWG output port ω, respectively, with ι, ω ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D}.
This condition needs to hold for all AWG input–output port
pairs ι, ω ∈ {1, 2, . . 
. , D}. To
 understand this second stability
condition, note that k∈Kι l∈Lω αkl is the mean number of
packets to be sent by nodes attached to AWG input port ι
to
to AWG output port ω per frame, and
 attached
D·S
 the nodes
j=1 (1 − αjl ) is the mean number of
k∈Kι
l∈Lω αkl ·
j=k
packet that are sent per frame without a collision over the
PSC between these considered nodes and, hence, do not require
transmission over the AWG.
The network is stable if and only if all four stability conditions (8), (9), (13), and (14) are satisfied. If one or more
stability conditions cannot be satisfied, then the network becomes unstable. Thus, for a given traffic load, the network
has to be dimensioned such that all four stability conditions
are satisfied.
C. Utilization and Bottleneck
In this section, we briefly describe how in a stable network
the channel utilization of the ring and star subnetworks can be
found by using (8), (9), (12), and (14), respectively. The utilization of the (data) channel on the ring subnetwork at node i,
0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, in clockwise and counterclockwise directions
−
+
−
is equal to ρ+
t (i) + ρr (i) and ρt (i) + ρr (i), respectively. In
the star subnetwork, the utilization of the control channel λc at
node k equals σt∗ (k) + σr∗ (k), where k = 1, 2, . . . , D · S. The
utilization of the PSC home data channel λl of ring-and-star
homed node l is approximately given by E[T ] · rl /F , where
l = 1, 2, . . . , D · S. Moreover, the utilization of the R data
channels available between AWG input port ι and AWG output
port ω is approximately given by
E[T ] ·




k∈Kι



D·S
α
·
1
−
j=1 (1 − αjl )
kl
l∈Lω
j=k

F ·R

(15)

where Kι and Lω denote the two subsets of ring-and-star homed
nodes that are attached to AWG input port ι and AWG output
port ω, respectively, with ι, ω ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D}.
Note that the utilization of the various network elements enables the identification of the bottleneck. Clearly, the bottleneck
of the network is identical to the network element with the
largest utilization.
D. Delay Analysis
In this section, we analyze the mean delay of the network
for Poisson traffic. The mean waiting times in both the transmit
queue and transit queue were analyzed in [48] for the case of
unidirectional rings. By extending these results to our bidirectional ring subnetwork, we obtain for node i, 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1,
the waiting time (in slots) in the ring transmit queues of both
directions approximately as


d±
t (i)


±
2
ρ±
r (i) + ρt (i) · E[T ]


=
±
±
±
2 · 1 − ρr (i) − ρt (i) · (1 − ρr (i)) · E[T ]

(16)
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and the waiting time (in slots) in the ring transit queues of both
directions approximately as
d±
r (i) =

2
ρ±
t (i) · E[T ]
.
2 · (1 − ρ±
r (i)) · E[T ]

(17)

At each ring-and-star homed node, the buffering and sending
of data packets (and control packets) across the PSC of the star
subnetwork is modelled as an M/D/1 queue, where the service
time is equal to one frame. Hence, for ring-and-star homed
node k, k = 1, 2, . . . , D · S, the waiting time in the star transmit queue that stores locally generated traffic is approximately
given by
d∗t (k) =

σr∗ (k) + σt∗ (k)
∗
2 · (1 − σr (k) − σt∗ (k)) · (1 − σr∗ (k))

(18)

and the waiting time in the star transmit queue that stores proxystripped traffic is approximately given by
d∗r (k) =

σr∗ (k) + σt∗ (k)
.
2 · (1 − σr∗ (k))

(19)

Note that both d∗t (k) and d∗r (k) are given in frames.
Data packets that are sent across the PSC of the star subnetwork experience a propagation delay of τPSC . If a given
data packet suffers from a channel collision on the PSC, it will
be scheduled for retransmission across the AWG by all ringand-star homed nodes in a distributed manner. The fraction of
traffic β that is sent across the AWG is given by
 
(
αkl − rl )
.
β = l k
i,j σ(i, j)

(20)

A given data packet that is sent across the AWG experiences
a certain scheduling delay prior to the propagation delay of
the AWG τAWG . We assume that the scheduling delay is significantly smaller than the combined propagation delay τPSC +
τAWG and neglect it in the following. Note that this assumption
appears to be reasonable since the very-high-speed star subnetwork operates at a line rate that is by a factor of f larger
than that of the ring subnetwork.
By weighing the different waiting times and propagation
delays with the probabilities pij (e) and pij (k, l), we obtain the
mean delay on the ring subnetwork and the PSC of the star
subnetwork for any pair of source node i and destination node
j as follows. If node i is a ring homed node, the mean delay
Dij between source node i and destination node j in slots is
given by
−
−
Dij = pij (i+ ) · d+
t (i) + pij (i ) · dt (i) + E[T ] + τ



 −

−
pij (k + ) · d+
+
r (k)+τ + pij (k ) · dr (k)+τ
k=i,j

+


k,l

pij (k, l) · (d∗r (k) · F + τPSC ) .

(21)
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If node i is a ring-and-star homed node, the mean delay Dij
between source node i and destination node j in slots is
given by
−
−
Dij = pij (i+ ) · d+
t (i) + pij (i ) · dt (i) + E[T ] + τ



 −

−
pij (k + ) · d+
+
r (k)+τ + pij (k ) · dr (k)+τ
k=i,j

+



pij (k, l) · (d∗r (k) · F + τPSC )

k,l
k=i

+



pij (i, l) · (d∗t (i) · F + τPSC ) .

(22)

l

By taking into account the additional delay encountered by
traffic sent on the AWG of the star subnetwork, the mean delay
of the network D for a given scenario is given by

i,j σ(i, j) · Dij

+ β · τAWG
(23)
D=
i,j σ(i, j)
where β is given in (20). Note that the mean delay D in (23)
is for a given scenario with certain probabilities pij (e) and
pij (k, l). The mean delay D is given in slots.
VI. R ESULTS
In this section, we numerically investigate the performance
of the protectoration technique for Poisson and self-similar traffic. Throughout our investigations, we consider uniform unicast
traffic that is typically found in metro core networks [6]. (For
results of the underlying proxy-stripping technique of protectoration under uniform, hot-spot, symmetric, and asymmetric
traffic, the interested reader is referred to [44].) More precisely,
at node i, the average number of locally generated packets that
are destined for node j per frame equals 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1, if i = j,
and σ = 0, if i = j, where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N . The parameters
are set to the following default values: D = 8; S = 1; R = 1;
and F = 400. The length L of (data) packets is uniformly
distributed over the interval of [1, F − D · S] = [1, 392] slots,
where one slot is 4 B (octets) long (we consider 4 B sufficient
for accommodating destination address, length, and priority
fields in a control packet). The ring operates at a line rate of
2.5 Gb/s and has a circumference of 100 km. Considering cutthrough forwarding on the ring subnetwork, the RTT of the
ring subnetwork is given by RTT = 100 km/(2 · 105 km/s). For
the star subnetwork, we set τAWG = τPSC = (100 km/π)/(2 ·
105 km/s). Thus, the RTT of the ring subnetwork is assumed
to be π times as large as the one-way end-to-end propagation
delay of the star subnetwork.
A. Poisson Trafﬁc
To verify the accuracy of our analysis, we provide additional
simulation results. As opposed to the analysis, in our simulations, we also account for the access delay on the PSC control
channel and the scheduling delay on the AWG data channel
of the star subnetwork. In each simulation, we have generated
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Fig. 10. Mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput with Nrs = D ·
S = 8 (D = 8, S = 1) and f = 1 for different N ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256}.

Fig. 11. Mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput with Nrs = D ·
S = 8 (D = 8, S = 1) and f = 4 for different N ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256}.

106 packets including a warm-up phase of 105 packets. Using
the method of batch means, we calculated the 95% confidence
intervals for both mean delay and mean aggregate throughput.
The mean delay is given in RTT of the ring subnetwork and
the mean aggregate throughput is equal to the mean number of
transmitting nodes in steady state.
1) Operation Without Failures: Let us first consider the
network operating without failures. Figs. 10–12 depict the mean
delay versus mean aggregate throughput for a fixed number
of Nrs = D · S = 8 ring-and-star homed nodes and different
numbers of nodes N ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256}. We consider
different speed-up factors f from f = 1, i.e., both star and ring
subnetworks operate at the same line rate, in Fig. 10 to f = 16,
i.e., the line rate of the star subnetwork is 16 times as large as
the line rate of the ring subnetwork and, thus, equals 40 Gb/s,
in Fig. 12. The individual curves are obtained by increasing
the packet generation probability σ from values close to zero
to values that result in very large delays. Focusing for now
on Fig. 10, we observe that for N = Nrs = 8, we obtain the
lowest delay and largest throughput. For N = Nrs , all nodes
are attached to the star subnetwork and can communicate with
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Fig. 12. Mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput with Nrs = D ·
S = 8 (D = 8, S = 1) and f = 16 for different N ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256}.

each other in a single hop. In particular, each node sends traffic
to its two adjacent nodes via the ring subnetwork and to the
other nodes via the star subnetwork. At small traffic loads,
no significant queueing occurs and the mean delay is mainly
dictated by the propagation delay encountered on both the ring
and star subnetworks. Due to the fact that the propagation delay
between two adjacent ring nodes (RTT/8) is smaller than the
propagation delay of the star subnetwork (RTT/π), the mean
delay is smaller than RTT/π at small traffic loads. For N > 8,
only a subset of nodes is attached to the star subnetwork and
packets need to increasingly traverse multiple nodes on their
way from source node to destination node. At small traffic
loads, the mean delay for N > 8 is bounded by the propagation
delay from the source node to the closest ring-and-star homed
node, which does not exceed RTT/16, plus the propagation
delay of the star subnetwork (RTT/π), plus the propagation
delay from the destination node to the closest ring-and-star
homed node, which does not exceed RTT/16. As shown in
Fig. 10, for all values of N , the mean delay and mean aggregate throughput increase with increasing traffic loads (packet
generation probabilities σ). For N ∈ {8, 16, 256}, we provide
verifying simulation results. Analytical and simulation results
match quite well. At small traffic loads, the simulation provides
a slightly larger mean delay than the analysis. This is because
the simulation accounts for the additional access delay on the
PSC control channel and the scheduling delay on the AWG
data channel of the star subnetwork, as opposed to the analysis.
We also observe from Fig. 10 that the maximum mean aggregate throughput slightly decreases with increasing number of
nodes N . This is because with an increasing number of nodes
N and a fixed number Nrs of ring-and-star homed nodes, each
ring-and-star homed node collects shortcut traffic from an increasing number of ring-homed nodes. This results in increased
loads on the ring segments connecting the ring-homed nodes to
the ring-and-star homed nodes and the star subnetwork, which,
in turn, makes these ring segments and the star subnetworks
the bottlenecks in the network.
Comparing Figs. 10–12, we observe that increasing the
speed-up factor of the star subnetwork to f = 4 significantly
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Fig. 13. Mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput with N = 64,
D = 8, and f = 4 for different S ∈ {1, 2, 4}.

increases the maximum mean aggregate throughput for the
entire range of number of nodes N . On the other hand, increasing the speed-up factor further to f = 16 increases the throughput levels significantly for a small number of nodes N = 8
and 16, while for a larger number of nodes N ≥ 32, there is
only a minor increase in the throughput. The explanation for
these dynamics is as follows. For f = 1, the star subnetwork
is the primary bottleneck in the network, which is relieved by
increasing the speed-up factor to f = 4. As the speed-up factor
is further increased to f = 16, the ring segments connecting
the ring homed nodes to the ring-and-star homed nodes become
the primary bottleneck, especially for an increasing number of
ring-homed nodes between ring-and-star homed nodes. This
bottleneck prevents the shortcut traffic from reaching the star
subnetwork.
To capitalize on the capacity of the star subnetwork, the
bottleneck on the ring subnetwork has to be mitigated. This may
be done by reducing the amount of collected shortcut traffic at
each ring-and-star homed node. Clearly, this can be achieved
by increasing the number of ring-and-star homed nodes Nrs =
D · S for a given number of nodes N . Fig. 13 depicts the
mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput with N = 64,
D = 8, and f = 4 for different S ∈ {1, 2, 4}. By connecting
more nodes to the star subnetwork, the congestion on the ring
subnetwork at each ring-and-star homed node is alleviated and
the star subnetwork can be utilized to a larger extent, resulting
in a dramatically improved throughput-delay performance at
the expense of connecting a larger number of nodes to the star
subnetwork.
Note that there exist additional approaches to mitigate the
bottlenecks on the star and ring subnetworks and to improve
the throughput-delay performance of the network. For instance,
the capacity of the PSC control channel could be increased
by assigning additional control slots to ring-and-star homed
nodes during the last (F − D · S) slots of each frame on the
control channel. The capacity of the ring subnetwork could
be increased by operating more than one wavelength in either
direction by means of WDM. These modifications are left for
future work.
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Fig. 14. Mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput for link failures
with different locations on the ring subnetwork (N = 64, D = 8, S = 1,
and f = 4).

2) Operation With Ring Failures: After gaining some insight into the failure-free operation of the network, we now
investigate the protectoration technique in the presence of various link and node failures. Besides a single failure, we consider
also multiple failures in both ring and star subnetworks. To
assess their impact on the network operation, we compare
throughout our investigations the network performance of the
various failure scenarios with that of the failure-free scenario.
The locations of the failures are chosen as follows. Starting
with a single (link or node) failure, the second failure is located
at the opposite side of the central hub, i.e., the first failure
is mirrored at the hub in order to obtain the location of the
second failure. The third failure is placed in the middle of the
first and second failures. The location of the fourth failure is
found by mirroring the third failure at the hub. This procedure
is repeated incrementally until all multiple failures are placed.
In our numerical investigations, we focus on failure scenarios
that do not split the network into several disjoint subnetworks,
i.e., full connectivity is not affected by the various failures.
Recall from above, to guarantee full connectivity, no more than
one link or one node failure must occur in each ring segment
between two neighboring ring-and-star homed nodes. In the
following, we set N = 64, D = 8, S = 1, and f = 4, with the
other parameters set to their default values.
Let us start with link and node failures on the ring subnetwork while the star subnetwork is completely intact. Fig. 14
depicts the impact of ring link failures and their location on the
throughput-delay performance of the network, including verifying simulation results for the two scenarios without failure and
with four failures. We consider four different locations of link
failures. More precisely, the link failure(s) is (are) zero, one,
two, or three hops away from the corresponding next ring-andstar homed node, where one hop denotes the distance between
two adjacent nodes on the ring. We observe that the simulation
gives a slightly larger mean delay than the analysis at small
traffic loads, while at medium to high traffic loads, the results
of simulation and analysis match very well. This is due to the
fact that the simulation takes the access and scheduling delays
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of the star subnetwork into account, as opposed to the analysis.
The access and scheduling delays result in a larger delay at
small traffic loads, but both become negligible compared to the
queueing delays encountered at the various transmit and transit
queues as the traffic load increases. Interestingly, Fig. 14 shows
that the location of the link failures has a significantly larger
impact on the throughput-delay performance of the network
than the number of link failures. We observe that for a given
failure location, the protectoration technique is able to make
the network very resilient against multiple link failures on the
ring subnetwork such that the throughput-delay performance is
only slightly deteriorated with an increasing number of link
failures. The performance loss, however, strongly depends on
the location of the link failure(s). Apparently, link failures that
are closer to ring-and-star homed nodes have a significantly
more detrimental impact on the throughput-delay performance
than link failures that are farther away in terms of hops. This
is because of two main effects. First, a link closer to a given
ring-and-star homed node carries the traffic of more ring homed
nodes that is sent to the ring-and-star homed node for being
proxy stripped. If this link fails, more ring homed nodes are
affected and need to steer the traffic in the opposite direction
towards the neighboring ring-and-star homed node. Second,
with a link failure close to a given ring-and-star homed node,
the opposite direction towards the neighboring ring-and-star
homed node is larger compared to link failures that occur in
the middle of two neighboring ring-and-star homed nodes. As
a result, with a link failure close to a given ring-and-star homed
node, wrapped and steered traffic traverses more intermediate
ring homed nodes on the backup path. Both effects—more
affected nodes and longer backup paths—lead to an increased
congestion on the ring segment and, thus, an increased mean
delay and a decreased mean aggregate throughput. Note that
this performance loss can be alleviated by increasing the number of ring-and-star homed nodes (see Fig. 13). In doing so, for
a given N , each ring segment between two adjacent ring-andstar homed nodes contains fewer ring homed nodes, resulting in
a decreased number of affected nodes and a decreased backup
path length.
Next, we consider node failures. To guarantee full connectivity among the remaining functional nodes, no more than
one node failure must occur between each pair of adjacent
ring-and-star homed nodes. Note that the location of failed
ring homed nodes has a similar impact on the throughputdelay performance of the network as the location of failed
ring links, which have been examined above. In the following,
we concentrate on ring-and-star homed node failures. More
precisely, to maintain full connectivity among all nodes, a
failed ring-and-star homed node is assumed to be unable to
communicate via the ring subnetwork while the transmission
and reception via the star subnetwork remains fully intact
(below, we will investigate the complementary case where ringand-star homed nodes are able to transmit and receive only via
the ring subnetwork while they are disconnected from the star
subnetwork). Fig. 15 depicts the mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput with and without ring-and-star homed node
failures on the ring subnetwork. We observe that the maximum
achievable mean aggregate throughput decreases significantly
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Fig. 15. Mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput for ring-andstar homed node failures on the ring subnetwork (N = 64, D = 8, S = 1,
and f = 4).

if one ring-and-star homed node fails, but it does not decrease
any further in the presence of additional ring-and-star homed
node failures. Comparing Figs. 14 and 15, we observe that the
maximum achievable mean aggregate throughput with failed
ring-and-star homed nodes is only very slightly smaller than
the maximum mean aggregate throughput with link failures
zero hops away from ring-and-star homed nodes. In both cases,
ring homed nodes next to a failed node or failed link have to
wrap and steer traffic towards the neighboring ring-and-star
homed node; with a failed link, this wrapping and steering
takes place on one side of the ring-and-star homed node, with
a failed ring-and-star homed node on both sides of the node.
As discussed above, the protected traffic thereby experiences
increased queueing delays at the intermediate ring homed nodes
due to congestion. Recall that for a given N , the congestion
could be alleviated by limiting the number of ring homed nodes
in each ring segment by increasing the number of ring-and-star
homed nodes. Consequently, the detrimental impact of the ring
subnetwork on the throughput-delay performance of protected
traffic is mitigated, at the expense of more nodes being attached
to the star subnetwork.
3) Operation With Star Failures: After investigating link
and node failures on the ring subnetwork, we now turn our
attention to failures on the star subnetwork. We consider failure scenarios where a single, multiple, and all ring-and-star
homed nodes are disconnected from the star subnetwork due to
link or component (splitter, combiner, amplifier, (de)partitioner,
AWG, PSC) failures. In the following, we focus on failed
links that connect the ring-and-star homed nodes to the star
subnetwork, but note that component failures have a similar
impact on the ring-and-star homed nodes in terms of connectivity and throughput-delay performance. As shown in Fig. 16,
with one ring-and-star homed node disconnected from the star
subnetwork, the maximum achievable mean aggregate throughput decreases significantly. While the throughput-delay performance remains rather unchanged for four link failures, five
disconnected ring-and-star homed nodes further decrease the
maximum achievable mean aggregate throughput significantly.
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Fig. 16. Mean delay versus mean aggregate throughput for link failures on the
star subnetwork (N = 64, D = 8, S = 1, and f = 4).

Interestingly, with six link failures, i.e., only one pair of ringand-star homed nodes is interconnected via the star subnetwork,
the mean delay at light traffic loads is smaller than in other
scenarios with fewer link failures. Note that the mean delay is
further decreased with a slightly increased maximum achievable mean aggregate throughput if seven or eight links fail,
i.e., no traffic is sent across the star subnetwork at all. Without
any star subnetwork, the network is reduced to a conventional
bidirectional RPR ring. Thus, we observe that an RPR ring
achieves a slightly better throughput-delay performance than
our hybrid ring–star network if the number of link failures on
the star subnetwork is very large. This is mainly due to the fact
that with fewer nodes connected to the star subnetwork, the ring
subnetwork gets more congested towards the proxy-stripping
ring-and-star homed hot-spot nodes, resulting in an increased
delay and a decreased throughput.
Note, however, that our hybrid ring–star network without any
failures is able to achieve a dramatically larger maximum mean
aggregate throughput (close to 2.5 times larger) than RPR, as
depicted in Fig. 16. Furthermore, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15,
even in the presence of multiple link and/or node failures on
the ring subnetwork, our hybrid ring–star network not only
outperforms RPR in terms of maximum achievable mean aggregate throughput but also guarantees full connectivity among
all nodes, as opposed to RPR whose connectivity is entirely lost
if more than a single link or node fails.
B. Self-Similar Trafﬁc
In this section, we examine the performance of the protectoration network for self-similar traffic and compare it with the
performance for Poisson traffic using simulations. In addition,
we consider the network operation with more realistic finite
buffers in this section, in contrast to the infinite buffers considered in the preceding section. More specifically, we consider
the same network parameter settings as in the investigation of
the failures in the star subnetwork in the preceding section,
i.e., N = 64 nodes, D = 8 AWG and PSC ports, S = 1 combiner input port/splitter output port, star subnetwork speed-up
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Fig. 17. Mean aggregate throughput versus mean aggregate arrival rate with
N = 64, D = 8, S = 1, and f = 4 for Poisson and self-similar traffic without
and with link failures on the star subnetwork.

factor f = 4, and all other parameters at their default values.
At each node, we generate self-similar packet traffic with
Hurst parameter 0.75 for each of the N − 1 destination nodes
by aggregating ON/OFF processes with Pareto distributed onduration and exponentially distributed off-duration [49]. We set
the capacity of all buffers to 96 kB. With this choice the transmit
buffer for the star subnetwork has approximately the capacity
required to hold the packets that can be transmitted within the
bandwidth-propagation delay product of the star subnetwork
over the PSC. (To see this, note that the bandwidth-propagation
delay product is 4 · 2.5 Gb/s · τPSC , which corresponds to
124.3 frames of 400 · 4 B each. Noting that at most one
packet can be transmitted per frame over the PSC and the
average packet size is approximately half a frame, we set the
buffer capacity to be equivalent to 60 frames, i.e., 60 · 400 ·
4 = 96 kB.)
In Figs. 17–19, we plot the mean aggregate throughput,
the relative packet loss, and the mean delay as functions of
the mean aggregate arrival rate, which is given in the same
units as the mean aggregate throughput. The 95% confidence
intervals for the Poisson traffic simulations are generally too
small to be seen in the plots, except for a few intervals for
small loss probabilities in Fig. 18. We observe from Figs. 17
and 18 that for self-similar traffic, the packet loss is generally
larger and the throughput smaller than for Poisson traffic, as
is to be expected for the more bursty self-similar traffic. These
differences become less pronounced as the network saturates,
observe, for instance, that for the network with eight failures,
the differences disappear when the arrival rate exceeds ten
packet generations in steady state or equivalently 10 · 2.5 Gb/s.
This is because in the saturated network, the buffers tend
to be constantly filled to capacity. We observe from Fig. 19
that the self-similar traffic experiences slightly larger mean
delays than the Poisson traffic in scenarios where the network
is relatively lightly loaded, i.e., in the network with eight
(four) failures for a mean arrival rate smaller than approximately five (eleven), and for the network without failures
for the entire considered range of arrival rates. On the other
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Fig. 18. Relative packet loss versus mean aggregate arrival rate with N = 64,
D = 8, S = 1, and f = 4 for Poisson and self-similar traffic without and with
link failures on the star subnetwork.

Fig. 19. Mean delay versus mean aggregate arrival rate with N = 64, D = 8,
S = 1, and f = 4 for Poisson and self-similar traffic without and with link
failures on the star subnetwork.

hand, the self-similar traffic experiences somewhat smaller
mean delays than the Poisson traffic when the network is
relatively heavily loaded, i.e., in the network with eight (four)
failures for arrival rates larger than approximately five (eleven).
This is because with light traffic loads, the buffer occupancy
levels tend to be fairly low, thus, bursts of generated packets
can typically be held in the buffers and experience larger
delays. With heavy loads, on the other hand, the buffers tend
to be constantly filled to capacity, especially with the relatively
smooth Poisson traffic arrivals. The bursty self-similar traffic
arrivals, on the other hand, tend to result in occasional “dips”
in the buffer occupancy levels and, consequently, somewhat
smaller mean delays. Overall, we observe that the differences
in the throughput-delay performance between Poisson and selfsimilar traffic are relatively small. In addition, from comparison
with the analytical and simulation results for the scenario with
Poisson traffic and infinite buffers in Fig. 16, we observe
that the analysis for the infinite buffer and Poisson traffic
scenario predicts the principal behavior of the network for finite
buffers and self-similar traffic with reasonable accuracy.

Our analytical and simulation results demonstrate that the
protectoration network without any failures achieves a significantly higher throughput-delay performance than the failurefree RPR network. For a large number of failures on the star
subnetwork, the throughput-delay performance of the protectoration network degenerates to the performance of the conventional RPR network. The impact of the failures on the
ring subnetwork on the throughput-delay performance depends
largely on the position of the failure (i.e., the distance from
the ring-and-star homed node where the ring subnetwork is
connected to the star subnetwork) and is largely independent
from the number of failures.
We note that one important design goal of RPR was to
keep the node architecture and forwarding mechanisms simple.
Clearly, the RPR resilience and throughput-delay improvements of our proposed protectoration technique are achieved
at the expense of additional hardware and modified routing.
Note, however, that the additional star subnetwork consists
only of passive off-the-shelf optical components, except for
the optional amplifiers. Also note that only a subset of nodes
needs to be WDM upgraded, which can be done in a payas-you-grow manner according to given traffic demands and
cost constraints. With respect to the increased complexity of
protectoration, we believe that the required modifications of the
basic RPR protocols and mechanisms are minor, as outlined in
Section IV-C. Protectoration could be simplified by making
the underlying proxy-stripping technique transparent to all ring
nodes except the proxy-stripping ring-and-star homed nodes.
With transparent proxy stripping, ring-homed nodes are not
aware of the presence and location of proxy-stripping nodes.
This allows all ring-homed nodes to deploy the same (unmodified) shortest-path routing as in conventional bidirectional RPR
networks, at the expense of a somewhat increased mean hop
distance and a decreased throughput-delay performance compared to the protectoration with proxy-stripping-aware ringhomed nodes considered in this paper.
The presented protectoration technique is not restricted to
RPR networks, but it can also be used in other ring networks,

VII. C ONCLUSION
We have developed and evaluated the protectoration fault
recovery technique for resilient packet ring (RPR) networks.
The protectoration technique augments the RPR ring network
by a star subnetwork that interconnects a subset of the network
nodes using dark fiber and a central hub consisting of an
arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG) in parallel with a passive
star coupler (PSC). For the fast and efficient recovery from
failures, the protectoration technique uniquely combines the
wrapping and steering methods of the conventional RPR ring
network to exploit their respective strengths (fast recovery with
wrapping, bandwidth efficiency with steering) to achieve a fast
and bandwidth-efficient recovery. In contrast to the conventional RPR network, which can recover to full connectivity only
after a single failure, our protectoration technique maintains full
network connectivity for multiple failures.
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e.g., empty-slot or token rings. There are several exciting
avenues for future work on the protectoration technique. One
direction is to examine techniques for overcoming the performance limiting bottlenecks, e.g., assigning a larger number of
control slots, or operating multiple wavelengths on the ring
subnetwork, as identified in this study. Another direction is
to examine the transmission of more general traffic patterns,
e.g., broadcast and multicast traffic, over the protectoration
network.
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